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Abstract: Self-nested trees present a systematic form of redundancy in their subtrees and thus
achieve optimal compression rates by directed acrylic graph (DAG) compression. A method for
quantifying the degree of self-similarity of plants through self-nested trees was introduced by Godin
and Ferraro in 2010. The procedure consists of computing a self-nested approximation, called the
nearest embedding self-nested tree, that both embeds the plant and is the closest to it. In this paper,
we propose a new algorithm that computes the nearest embedding self-nested tree with a smaller
overall complexity, but also the nearest embedded self-nested tree. We show from simulations that
the latter is mostly the closest to the initial data, which suggests that this better approximation should
be used as a privileged measure of the degree of self-similarity of plants.
Keywords: unordered trees; self-nested trees; approximation of trees; structural self-similarity

1. Introduction
Trees form a wide family of combinatorial objects that offers many application fields, e.g.,
plant modeling and XML files analysis. Modern databases are huge and thus stored in compressed form.
Compression methods take advantage of repeated substructures appearing in the tree. As explained
in [1], one often considers the following two types of repeated substructures: subtree repeat (used in
DAG compression [2–5]) and tree pattern repeat (exploited in tree grammars [6,7] and top tree
compression [1]). We restrict ourselves to DAG compression of unordered rooted trees, which
consists of building a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that represents a tree without the redundancy
of its identical subtrees (see Figure 1). Two different algorithms exist for computing the DAG
reduction of a tree τ [5] (2.2 Computing Tree Reduction), which share the same time-complexity
in O(#V (τ )2 × D(τ ) × log(D(τ ))) where V (τ ) denotes the set of vertices of τ and D(τ ) its outdegree.
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Figure 1. Trees and their DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) reduction. In the tree, roots of isomorphic
subtrees are colored identically. In the DAG, vertices are equivalence classes colored according to the
class of isomorphic subtrees that they represent.

Trees that are the most compressed by DAG compression present the highest level of redundancy
in their subtrees: all the subtrees of a given height are isomorphic. In this case, the DAG related to a
tree τ is linear, i.e., there exists a path going through all vertices, with exactly H(τ ) + 1 vertices, H(τ )
denoting the height of τ, which is the minimal number of vertices among trees of this height (see τ3 in
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Figure 1). This family of trees has been introduced in [8] as the first interesting class of trees for which
the subtree isomorphism problem is in NC2 . It has been known under the name of nested trees [8]
and next self-nested trees [5] to insist on their recursive structure and their proximity to the notion of
structural self-similarity.
The authors of [5] are interested in capturing the self-similarity of plants through self-nested trees.
They propose to construct a self-nested tree that minimizes the distance of the original tree to the set of
self-nested trees that embed the initial tree. The distance to this Nearest Embedding Self-nested Tree
(NEST) is then used to quantify the self-nestedness of the tree and thus its structural self-similarity (see
τ and NEST(τ ) in Figure 2). The main result of [5] (Theorem 1 and E. NEST Algorithm) is an algorithm
that computes the NEST of a tree τ from its DAG reduction in O(H(τ )2 × D(τ )).
NeST(τ )

NEST(τ )

τ

Figure 2. A tree τ (middle) with 30 nodes and its approximations NeST(τ ) (left) with 24 nodes and
NEST(τ ) (right) with 37 nodes.

The goal of the present article is three-fold. We aim at proposing a new and more explicit algorithm
that computes the NEST of a tree τ with the same time-complexity O(H(τ )2 × D(τ )) as in [5] but that
takes as input the height profile of τ and not its DAG reduction. We establish that the height profile
of a tree τ can be computed in O(#V (τ ) × D(τ )) reducing the overall complexity of a linear factor.
Based on this work, we also provide an algorithm in O(H(τ )2 ) that computes the Nearest embedded
Self-nested Tree (NeST) of a tree τ (see τ and NeST(τ ) in Figure 2). Finally, we show from numerical
simulations that the distance of a tree τ to its NeST is much lower than the distance to its NEST. The
NeST is most of the time a better approximation of a tree than the NEST and thus should be privileged
to quantify the degree of self-nestedness of plants.
The paper is organized as follows. The structures of interest in this paper, namely unordered trees,
DAG compression and self-nested trees, are defined in Section 2. Section 3 is dedicated to the definition
and the study of the height profile of a tree. The approximation algorithms are presented in Section 4.
We give a new insight on the definitions of the NEST and of the NeST in Section 4.1. Our NEST
algorithm is presented in Section 4.2, while the NeST algorithm is given in Section 4.3. Section 5 is
devoted to simulations. We state that the NeST is mostly a better approximation of a tree than the
NEST in Section 5.1. An application to a real rice panicle is presented in Section 5.2. A summary of the
paper and concluding remarks can be found in Section 6. All the figures and numerical experiments
presented in the article have been made with the Python library treex [9].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Unordered Rooted Trees
A rooted tree τ is a connected graph containing no cycle, i.e., without chain from any vertex v
to itself, and such that there exists a unique vertex R(τ ), called the root, which has no parent, and any
vertex different from the root has exactly one parent. The leaves of τ are all the vertices without
children. The set of vertices of τ is denoted by V (τ ). The height of a vertex v may be recursively
defined as H(v) = 0 if v is a leaf of τ and

H(v) = 1 + max H(w)
w∈Cτ (v)
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otherwise, Cτ (v) denoting the set of children of v in τ. The height of the tree τ is defined as the height
of its root, H(τ ) = H(R(τ )). The outdegree D(τ ) of τ is the maximal branching factor that can be
found in τ, i.e.,
D(τ ) = max #Cτ (v).
v∈τ

A subtree τ [v] rooted in v is a particular connected subgraph of τ. Precisely, τ [v] = (V [v], E[v]) where
V [v] is the set of the descendants of v in τ and E[v] is defined as

E[v] = (ξ, ξ 0 ) ∈ E (τ ) : ξ ∈ V [v], ξ 0 ∈ V [v] ,

with E (τ ) the set of edges of τ.
In all the sequel, we consider unordered rooted trees for which the order among the sibling vertices
of any vertex is not significant. A precise characterization is obtained from the additional definition
of isomorphic trees. Let τ and θ two rooted trees. A one-to-one correspondence ϕ : V (τ ) → V (θ ) is
called a tree isomorphism if, for any edge (v, w) ∈ E (τ ), ( ϕ(v), ϕ(w)) ∈ E (θ ). Structures τ1 and τ2 are
called isomorphic trees whenever there exists a tree isomorphism between them. One can determine
if two n-vertex trees are isomorphic in O(n) [10] (Example 3.2 and Theorem 3.3). The existence of a
tree isomorphism defines an equivalence relation on the set of rooted trees. The class of unordered
rooted trees is the set of equivalence classes for this relation, i.e., the quotient set of rooted trees by the
existence of a tree isomorphism.
2.2. DAG Compression
Now we consider the equivalence relation “existence of a tree isomorphism” on the set of the
subtrees of a tree τ. We consider the quotient graph Q(τ ) = (V, E) obtained from τ using this
equivalence relation. V is the set of equivalence classes on the subtrees of τ, while E is a set of pairs of
equivalence classes (C1 , C2 ) such that R(C2 ) ∈ Cτ (R(C1 )) up to an isomorphism. The graph Q(τ ) is
a DAG [5] (Proposition 1) that is a connected directed graph without path from any vertex v to itself.
Let (C1 , C2 ) be an edge of the DAG Q(τ ). We define N (C1 , C2 ) as the number of occurrences of a
tree of C2 just below the root of any tree of C1 . The tree reduction R(τ ) is defined as the quotient graph
Q(τ ) augmented with labels N (C1 , C2 ) on its edges [5] (Definition 3 (Reduction of a tree)). Intuitively,
the graph R(τ ) represents the original tree τ without its structural redundancies (see Figure 1).
2.3. Self-Nested Trees
A tree τ is called self-nested [5] (III. Self-nested trees) if for any pair of vertices v and w,
either the subtrees τ [v] and τ [w] are isomorphic, or one is (isomorphic to) a subtree of the other.
This characterization of self-nested trees is equivalent to the following statement: for any pair of
vertices v and w such that H(v) = H(w), τ [ x ] = τ [y], i.e., all the subtrees of the same height are
isomorphic.
Linear DAGs are DAGs containing at least one path that goes through all their vertices. They are
closely connected with self-nested trees by virtue of the following result.
Proposition 1 (Godin and Ferraro [5]). A tree τ is self-nested if and only if its reduction R(τ ) is a
linear DAG.
This result proves that self-nested trees achieve optimal compression rates among trees of the
same height whatever their number of nodes (compare τ3 with τ1 and τ2 in Figure 1). Indeed, R(τ )
has at least H(τ ) + 1 nodes and the inequality is saturated if and only if τ is self-nested.
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3. Height Profile of the Tree Structure
3.1. Definition and Complexity
This section is devoted to the definition of the height profile ρτ of a tree τ and to the presentation
of an algorithm to calculate it. In the sequel, we assume that the tree τ is always traversed in the same
order, depth-first search to set the ideas down. In particular, when vectors are indexed by nodes of τ
sharing the same property, the order of the vector is important and should be always the same.
Given a vertex v ∈ V (τ ),
γh (v) = # {v0 ∈ Cτ (v) : H(τ [v0 ]) = h}
is the number of subtrees of height h directly under v. Now, we consider the vector
ρτ (h1 , h2 ) = γh2 (v) : v ∈ V (τ ), H(τ [v]) = h1



made of the concatenation of the integers γh2 (v) over subtrees τ [v] of height h1 ordered in depth-first
search. Consequently, ρτ is an array made of vectors with varying lengths.
Let A1 and A2 be two arrays for which each entry is a vector. We say that A1 and A2 are
equivalent if, for any line i, there exists a permutation σi such that for any column j,
A1 (i, j) = σi ( A2 (i, j)).
In particular, i being fixed, all the vectors A1 (i, j) and A2 (i, j) must have the same length. This condition
defines an equivalence relation. The height profile of τ is the array ρτ as an element of the quotient
space of arrays of vectors under this equivalence relation. In other words, the vectors ρτ (h1 , h2 ),
0 ≤ h2 < h1 and h1 fixed, must be ordered in the same way but the choice of the order is not significant.
Finally, it should be already remarked that ρτ (h1 , h2 ) = ∅ when h2 ≥ h1 or h1 > H(τ ). Consequently,
the height profile can be reduced to the triangular array


ρ τ = ρ τ ( h 1 , h 2 ) 0≤ h

2 < h1 ≤H( τ )

.

The application ρτ provides the distribution of subtrees of height h2 just below the root of subtrees of
height h1 for all couples (h1 , h2 ), which typically represents the height profile of τ. For clarity’s sake,
we give the values of ρτk for the trees τk of Figure 1, coefficient (i, j) of the matrix being ρτk (i, j − 1),
ρτ1 = ρτ2 =









(1,1,2)

∅

∅

(0,1,1)

(1,1,1)

∅

(0)

(0)

(3)









and

ρτ3 =









(1,1,1)

∅

∅

(1,1,1)

(1,1,1)

∅

(0)

(0)

(3)









.

(1)

It should be noticed that the height profile does not contain all the topology of the tree since trees τ1
and τ2 of Figure 1 are different but share the same height profile (1). However, the height of a tree τ
can be recovered from its height profile through the relation H(τ ) = dim(ρτ ), the dimension of ρτ
being defined by

dim(ρτ ) = min n ≥ 0 : ∀ i ≥ 0, ρτ (n + 1, i ) = ∅ .
Proposition 2. ρτ can be computed in O(#V (τ ) × D(τ ))-time.

Proof. First, attribute to each node v ∈ V (τ ) the height of the subtree τ [v] with complexity
O(#V (τ )). Next, traverse the tree in depth-first search in O(#V (τ )) and calculate for each vertex v the
vector (γh (v))0≤h<H(τ [v]) in #Cτ (v) ≤ D(τ ) operations. Finally, append this vector to ρτ (H(τ [v]), ·)
component by component.
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3.2. Relation with Self-Nested Trees
Self-nested trees are characterized by their height profile considering the following result.
Proposition 3. τ is self-nested if and only if, for any 0 ≤ h2 < h1 ≤ H(τ ), all the components of the vector
ρτ (h1 , h2 ) are the same (for instance see the profile (1) of the tree τ3 presented in Figure 1). In addition, a
self-nested tree τ can be reconstructed from ρτ (see Algorithm 1).
Proof. If τ is self-nested, the Nh1 subtrees of height h1 appearing in τ are isomorphic and thus have
the same number nh1 ,h2 of subtrees of height h2 just below their root. Consequently,
ρτ (h1 , h2 ) = (nh1 ,h2 , . . . , nh1 ,h2 ).
←−−−−−−−−→
Nh

1

The reciprocal result may be established considering the following lemma which proof presents
no difficulty.
Lemma 1. If all the subtrees of height 0 ≤ h < H appearing in a tree τ are isomorphic, and if all the subtrees of
height H have the same number of subtrees of height 0 ≤ h < H just below their root, then all the subtrees of
height H appearing in τ are isomorphic.
All the subtrees of height 1 in τ are isomorphic because all the components of ρτ (1, 0) are
the same. The expected result is shown by induction on the height thanks to the previous lemma
which assumptions are satisfied since ρτ always contains vectors for which all the entries are equal.
The previous reasoning also provides a way (presented in Algorithm 1) to build a unique (self-nested)
tree T from the height profile ρτ . In addition, this is easy to see that τ and T are isomorphic.
To present the algorithm of reconstruction of a self-nested tree from its height profile, we need to
define the restriction of a height profile to some height. Let p be a height profile. The restriction p|h of
p to height h ≥ 0 is the array defined by
(

∀ 1 ≤ h1 ≤ h, ∀ h2 ≥ 0,
∀ h1 > h,
∀ h2 ≥ 0,

p | h ( h1 , h2 ) = p ( h1 , h2 ),
p|h (h1 , h2 ) = ∅.

Consequently, dim( p|h ) = min(dim( p), h). A peculiar case is p|0 for which each entry is the empty set
and thus dim( p|0 ) = 0. It should be also remarked that there may exist no tree τ such that p|h is the
height profile of τ.
Algorithm 1: Construction of a self-nested tree from its height profile.
1

2
3
4
5

Function SN(p):
Data: a height profile p such that all the components of p(h1 , h2 ) are the same
Result: the unique self-nested tree τ such that ρτ = p
τ=•
for i from 0 to dim( p) − 1 do
add SN (p|i ) as child of R(τ ) p(dim( p), i )1 times
return τ

As we can see in the proof of Proposition 3 or in Algorithm 1, the lengths of the vectors ρτ (h1 , h2 )
are not significant to reconstruct a self-nested tree τ. Consequently, since all the components of
ρτ (h1 , h2 ) are the same, we can identify the height profile of a self-nested tree with the integer-valued
array [ρτ (h1 , h2 )1 ].
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Proposition 4. The number of nodes of a self-nested tree τ can be computed from ρτ in O(H(τ )2 ).
Proof. By induction on the height, one has #V (τ ) = N (H(τ )), where the sequence N is defined by
N (0) = 1 (number of nodes of a tree reduced to a root) and,

∀ 1 ≤ H ≤ H(τ ), N ( H ) = 1 +

H −1

∑

ρτ ( H, h)N (h).

(2)

h =0

The number of operations required to compute N (H(τ )) is of order O(H(τ )2 ).
The authors of [5] (Proposition 6) calculate the number of nodes of a tree (self-nested or not)
from its DAG reduction by a formula very similar to (2), and which achieve the same complexity on
self-nested trees. As mentioned before, a tree cannot be recovered from its height profile in general,
thus we cannot expect such a result from the height profile of any tree.
4. Approximation Algorithms
4.1. Definitions
4.1.1. Editing Operations
We shall define the NEST and the NeST of a tree τ. As in [5] (Equation (5)), we ask these
approximations to be consistent with Zhang’s edit distance between unordered trees [11] denoted DZ
in this paper. Thus, as in [11] (2.2 Editing Operations), we consider the following two types of editing
operations: adding a node and deleting a node. Deleting a node w means making the children of w
become the children of the parent v of w and then removing w (see Figure 3). Adding w as a child of v
will make w the parent of a subset of the current children of v (see Figure 4).

−→

∑

Figure 3. Deleting a node.

−→

∑

Figure 4. Inserting a node.

4.1.2. Constrained Editing Operations
Zhang’s edit distance is defined from the above editing operations and from constrained mappings
between trees [11] (3.1 Constrained Edit Distance Mappings). A constrained mapping between two
trees τ and θ is a mapping [11] (2.3.2 Editing Distance Mappings), i.e., a one-to-one correspondence ϕ
from a subset of V (τ ) into a subset of V (θ ) preserving the ancestor order, with an additional condition
on the Least Common Ancestors (LCAs) [11] (condition (2) p. 208): if, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, vi ∈ V (τ ) and
wi = ϕ(vi ) ∈ V (θ ), then LCA(v1 , v2 ) is a proper ancestor of v3 if and only if LCA(w1 , w2 ) is a proper
ancestor of w3 .
Let θ be a tree that approximates τ obtained by inserting nodes in τ only and consider the induced
mapping Mτ →θ that associates nodes of τ with themselves in θ. We want the approximation process
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to be consistent with Zhang’s edit distance DZ , i.e., we want the mapping Mτ →θ to be a constrained
mapping in the sense of Zhang, which in particular implies DZ (θ, τ ) = #V (θ ) − #V (τ ). We shall prove
that this requirement excludes some inserting operations in our context.
Indeed, the mapping Mτ →θ involved in the inserting operation of Figure 4 is partially displayed
in Figure 5, nodes vi of τ being associated with nodes wi of θ. The LCA of v1 and v2 in τ is a proper
ancestor of v3 . However, the LCA of w1 and w2 in θ is not a proper ancestor of w3 . Consequently,
this mapping is not a constrained mapping as defined by Zhang. A necessary and sufficient condition
for Mτ →θ to be a constrained mapping is given in Lemma 2.
τ

θ

LCA(v1 , v2 )
v1

v3

w3

v2

LCA(w1 , w2 )
w1

w2

Figure 5. The tree θ is obtained from τ by inserting an internal node. The associated mapping does not
satisfy the conditions imposed by Zhang [11] because the LCA (Least Common Ancestor) of v1 and v2
is a proper ancestor of v3 whereas the LCA of w1 and w2 is not a proper ancestor of w3 .

Lemma 2. Let τ be a tree and v ∈ V (τ ). Let θ be the tree obtained from τ by adding a node w as a child of
v making the nodes of the subset C ⊂ Cτ (v) children of w. The mapping Mτ →θ induced by these inserting
operations is a constrained mapping in the sense of Zhang if and only if C = ∅, #C = 1 or #C = #Cτ (v).
Proof. The proof is obvious if v has one or two children. Thus, we assume that v has at least three
children c1 , c2 and c3 . In τ, the LCA of c1 and c2 is v and v is an ancestor of c3 . Adding w as the
parent of c1 and c2 makes it the LCA of these two nodes, but not an ancestor of c3 in θ. The additional
condition on the LCAs is then not satisfied. This problem appears only when making w the parent of
at least two children and of not all the children of v.
Consequently, we restrict ourselves to the following inserting operations which are the only ones
that ensure that the associated mapping satisfies Zhang’s condition: adding w as a child of v will
make w (i) a leaf, (ii) the parent of one current child of v, or (iii) the parent of all the current children
of v. However, it should be noticed that (iii) can always be expressed as (ii) (see Figure 6). Finally,
we only consider the inserting operations that make the new child of v the parent of zero or one current
child of v. For obvious reasons of symmetry, the allowed deleting operations are the complement of
inserting operations, i.e., one can delete an internal node if and only if it has a unique child, which also
ensures that the induced mapping is constrained in the sense of Zhang.
v

v

v

w

w

w

−→

−→

∑

∑

v

v

v

w

w

−→

∑

−→

w

∑

Figure 6. Adding a node as new child of w making all the current children of w children of this new
node (top) provides the same topology as adding a new node between v and its child w (bottom).
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4.1.3. Preserving the Height of the Pre-Existing Nodes
In [5] (Definition 9 and Figure 6), the NEST of a tree τ is obtained by successive partial
linearizations of the (non-linear) DAG of τ which consist of merging all the nodes at the same height of
the DAG. A consequence is that the height of any pre-existing node of τ is not changed by the inserting
operations. For the sake of consistency with [5], we only consider inserting and deleting operations
that preserve the height of all the pre-existing nodes of τ.
The next two results deal with inserting operations that preserve the height of the
pre-existing nodes.
Lemma 3. Let τ be a tree, v ∈ V (τ ) and c ∈ Cτ (v). Let θ be the tree obtained from τ by adding the internal
node w as a child of v making w the parent of c. Then,

∀ u ∈ V (τ ), H(θ [u]) = H(τ [u])

⇐⇒

H(τ [c]) + 1 < H(τ [v]).

Proof. Adding w may only increase the height of v and the one of its ancestors in τ. If the height of v
is not changed by adding w, the height of its ancestors will not be modified. The height of v remains
unchanged if and only if the height of w in θ, i.e., H(τ [c]) + 1, is strictly less than the height of τ [v].
Lemma 4. Let τ be a tree and v ∈ V (τ ). Let θ be the tree obtained from τ by adding a tree t as a child of v.
Then,
∀ u ∈ V (τ ), H(θ [u]) = H(τ [u]) ⇐⇒ H(t) + 1 ≤ H(τ [v]).
Proof. Adding a subtree t under v may only increase the height of v and the one of its ancestors in τ.
If the height of v is not changed by adding t, the height of its ancestors will not be modified. Adding t
will make the height of v increase if H(t) is strictly greater than the height of the higher child of v.
A particular case of Lemma 4 is the insertion of leaves in a tree. Considering the above result,
a leaf can be added under v if and only if H(τ [v]) ≥ 1, i.e., v is not a leaf. The below results concern
deleting operations that preserve the height of the remaining nodes of τ.
Lemma 5. Let τ be a tree, v ∈ V (τ ), w ∈ Cτ (v) and Cτ (w) = {c}. Let θ be the tree obtained from τ by
deleting the internal node w making its unique child c a child of v. Then,

∀ u ∈ V (θ ), H(θ [u]) = H(τ [u])

⇐⇒

∃ w0 ∈ Cτ (v) \ {w}, H(τ [w0 ]) + 1 = H(τ [v]).

Proof. Deleting w may only decrease the height of v and the one of its ancestors in τ. If the height of v
is not changed by deleting w, the height of its ancestors will not be modified. The height of v remains
unchanged if and only if it has a child different of w of height H(τ [v]) − 1.
Lemma 6. Let τ be a tree, v ∈ V (τ ), c ∈ Cτ (v). Let θ be the tree obtained from τ by deleting the subtree τ [c].
Then,

∀ u ∈ V (θ ), H(θ [u]) = H(τ [u])

⇐⇒

∃ c0 ∈ Cτ (v) \ {c}, H(τ [c0 ]) + 1 = H(τ [v]).

Proof. The proof follows the same reasoning as in the previous result.
4.1.4. NEST and NeST
In view of the foregoing, we consider the set of inserting and deleting operations that fulfill the
below requirements.
Adding operations (see Figure 7)
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Internal nodes (AI): adding w as a child of v making w the parent of the child c of v can be done
only if H(τ [c]) + 1 < H(τ [v]).
Subtrees (AS): adding t as a child of v can be done only if H(t) + 1 ≤ H(τ [v]).

7

X

7

X

Figure 7. Allowed (X) and forbidden (7) inserting operations to construct the NEST of a tree.

Deleting operations (see Figure 8)
•
•

Internal nodes (DI): deleting v ∈ Cτ (u) (making the unique child w of v a child of u) can be done
only if there exists v0 ∈ Cτ (u), v 6= v0 , such that H(τ [v0 ]) ≥ H(τ [v]).
Subtrees (DS): deleting the subtree τ [w], w ∈ Cτ (v), of τ can be done if there exists w0 ∈ Cτ (v),
w0 6= w, such that H(τ [w0 ]) + 1 = H(τ [v]).

7

X

X

7

Figure 8. Allowed (X) and forbidden (7) deleting operations to construct the NeST of a tree.

Proposition 5. The editing operations AI and AS (DI and DS, respectively) are the only inserting (deleting,
respectively) operations that ensure that (i) the induced mapping is a constrained mapping and that (ii) the
height of all the pre-existing nodes is unchanged.
Proof. This result is a direct corollary of Lemmas 2–6.
The NEST (the NeST, respectively) of a tree τ is the self-nested tree obtained by the set of inserting
operations AI and AS (of deleting operations DI and DS, respectively) of minimal cost, the cost of
inserting a subtree being its number of nodes. Existence and uniqueness of the NEST are not obvious
at this stage. The NeST exists because the (self-nested) tree composed of a unique root can be easily
obtained by deleting operations from any tree, but its uniqueness is not evident.
4.2. NEST Algorithm
To present our NEST algorithm in a concise form in Algorithm 2, we need to define the following
operations involving two vectors u and v of the same size n and a real number γ,


 u +
u +

 u ∨

v
γ
γ

= ( u1 + v1 , . . . , u n + v n ),
= ( u1 + γ , . . . , u n + γ ),
= (max(u1 , γ) , . . . , max(un , γ)).

In other words, these operations must be understood component by component. In addition,
in a condition, u = 0 (u 6= 0, respectively) means that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ui = 0 (ui 6= 0, respectively).
Finally, for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, ui...j denotes the vector (ui , . . . , u j ) of length j − i + 1. This notation will also
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be used in Algorithm 3 for calculating the NeST. It should be noticed that an illustrative example that
can help the reader to follow the progress of the algorithm is provided in Section 6.
Algorithm 2: Construction of the nearest embedding self-nested tree.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Function NEST(τ):
Data: the height profile ρ of an unordered tree τ
Result: the nearest embedding self-nested tree of τ
for h1 from 1 to H(τ ) do
for h2 from h1 − 1 to 0 do
∆ ← max ρh1 ,h2 − ρh1 ,h2
ρh1 ,h2 ← max ρh1 ,h2
i←1
while ∆ 6= 0 and i ≤ h2 do
∆ , ρh1 ,h2 −i ← (∆ − ρh1 ,h2 −i ) ∨ 0 , ρh1 ,h2 −i − ∆
i ← i+1
return SN(ρ)

The relation between the above algorithm and the NEST of a tree is provided in the
following result, which states in particular the existence of the NEST.
Proposition 6. For any tree τ, Algorithm 2 returns the unique NEST of τ in O(H(τ )2 × D(τ )).
Proof. By definition of the NEST, the height of all the pre-existing nodes of τ cannot be modified.
Thus, the number of nodes of height h − 1 under a node of height h can only increase by inserting
subtrees in the structure. Then we have
ρNEST(τ ) (h, h − 1) ≥ max ρτ (h, h − 1).

(3)

Let v be a vertex of height h in τ. We recall that γi (v) denotes the number of subtrees of height i
under v. Our objective is to understand the consequences for γi (v) of inserting operations to obtain
(h−1,j)

ρNEST(τ ) (h, h − 1) subtrees of height h − 1 under v. To this aim, we shall define a sequence γi

(v)

(h−1,0)
γi
(v)

starting from
= γi (v) that corresponds to the modified versions of τ. The first exponent
h − 1 means that this sequence concerns editing operations used to get the good number of subtrees of
height h − 1 under v.
(0)

(0)

Let ∆h−1 (v) = ρNEST(τ ) (h, h − 1) − γh−1 (v) be the number of subtrees of height h − 1 that must
be added under v to obtain the height profile of the NEST under v, i.e.,
(h−1,1)

γh −1
(h−1,1)

(v) = ρNEST(τ ) (h, h − 1).

Implicitly, it means that γi
(v) = γi (0)(v) for i 6= h − 1. The subtrees of height h − 1 that we must
add are isomorphic, self-nested and embed all the subtrees of height h − 2 appearing in τ by definition
of the NEST. In particular, they can be obtained by the allowed inserting operations from the subtrees
of height h − 2 under v, by first adding an internal node to increase their height to h − 1. In addition,
it is less costly in terms of editing operations to construct the subtrees of height h − 1 from the subtrees
of height h − 2 available under v than to directly add these subtrees under v. If all the subtrees of
height h − 2 under v must be reconstructed later, it will be possible to insert them and the total cost
will be same as by directly adding the subtrees of height h − 1 under v. Consequently, all the available
subtrees of height h − 2 are used to construct subtrees of height h − 1 under v and it remains
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(1)
(0)
(h−1,1)
∨0
∆ h −1 = ∆ h −1 ( v ) − γh −2

subtrees of height h − 1 to be built under v. Furthermore, in the new version of τ, we have
(h−1,2)

γh −2

(h−1,1)

( v ) = γh −2

(1)

( v ) − ∆ h −1 ( v ).

(1)

The ∆h−1 subtrees of height h − 1 can be constructed from subtrees of height h − 3 (with a larger cost
than from subtrees of height h − 2), and so on. To this aim, we define the sequence of the modified
versions of τ by, for 0 ≤ j ≤ h − 2,



( j +1)

∆ h −1 ( v )

 γ(h−1,j+2) (v)
h−( j+2)

=




( j)
(h−1,j+1)
∆h−1 (v) − γh−1−( j+1) (v) ∨ 0,
(h−1,j+1)

( j +1)

= γh−( j+2) (v) − ∆h−1 (v).

(0)

At the final step j = h − 2, the ∆h−1 (v) subtrees of height h − 1 have been constructed from all the
available subtrees appearing under v, starting from subtrees of height h − 2, then h − 3, etc., and then
have been added if necessary.
From now on, the number of subtrees of height h − 2 under v will not decrease. Indeed, it
would mean that an internal node has been added between v and the root of a subtree of height h − 2.
This would have the consequence to increase of one unit the number of subtrees of height h − 1 in
subtrees of height h, which cost is (strictly) larger than adding a subtree of height h − 2 in all the
subtrees of height h. Consequently, we obtain
ρNEST(τ ) (h, h − 2) ≥

max

{v∈V (τ ) : H(τ [v])=h}

(h−1,h)

γh −2

( v ).

We can reproduce the above reasoning to construct under v subtrees of height h − i, i from 2 to h − 1,
(h−i,j)

from subtrees with a smaller height, which defines a sequence γi
which size is h − i + 1, and we get the following inequality,

∀ 2 ≤ i ≤ h, ρNEST(τ ) (h, h − i ) ≥

max

{v∈V (τ ) : H(τ [v])=h}

of modified versions of τ,

(h−i +1,h−i +2)

γh −i

( v ).

(4)

The tree returned by Algorithm 2 is self-nested and its height profile saturates the inequalities (3) and (4)
for all the possible values of h and i by construction. In addition, we have shown that this tree can be
obtained from τ by the allowed inserting operations. Since increasing of one unit the height profile
at (h1 , h2 ) has a (strictly) positive cost, this tree is thus the (unique) NEST of τ. As seen previously,
the number of iterations of the while loop at line 7 is the number of subtrees of height h2 < h1 available
to construct a tree of height h1 , i.e., the degree of τ in the worst case, which states the complexity.
4.3. NeST Algorithm
This section is devoted to the presentation of the calculation of the NeST in Algorithm 3.
An illustrative example that can help the reader to follow the progress of the algorithm is provided in
Section 6.
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Algorithm 3: Construction of the nearest embedded self-nested tree.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Function NeST(τ):
Data: the height profile ρ of an unordered tree τ
Result: the nearest embedded self-nested tree of τ
for h1 from 1 to H(τ ) do
for h2 from h1 − 1 to 0 do
∆ ← ρh1 ,h2 − min ρh1 ,h2
ρh1 ,h2 ← min ρh1 ,h2
if ρh1 −1,0 ... h1 −3 = 0 and ρh1 −1,h1 −2 = 1 then
ρh1 ,h2 −1 ← ρh1 ,h2 −1 + ∆
return SN(ρ)

Proposition 7. For any tree τ, Algorithm 3 returns the unique NeST of τ in O(H(τ )2 ).
Proof. The proof follows the same reasoning as the proof of Proposition 6. First, one may remark that
ρNeST(τ ) (h, h − 1) ≤ min ρτ (h, h − 1),

(5)

because the number of subtrees of height h − 1 under a node v of height h can only decrease by the
allowed deleting operations. Let v be a node of height h in τ and γi (v) the number of subtrees of height
i under v. If a subtree of height h − i under v that must be deleted is not self-nested, one can first modify
it to get a self-nested tree and then remove it with the same overall cost. Thus, we can assume without
loss of generality that all the subtrees under v are self-nested. ∆h−1 (v) = γh−1 (v) − ρNeST(τ ) (h, h − 1)
( j)

denotes the number of subtrees of height h − 1 that have to be removed from v. Let γi (v) the sequence
(0)

of the modifications to obtain ρNeST(τ ) (h, h − 1) subtrees of height h − 1 under v, with γi (v) = γi (v).
Instead of deleting a subtree of height h − 1, it is always less costly to decrease its height of one
unit by deleting its root. However it is possible only if this internal node has only one child, i.e.,
if ρτ (h − 1, h − 2) = 1 and ρτ (h − 1, i ) = 0 for 0 ≤ i < h − 2. If this new tree of height h − 2 must be
deleted in the sequel, it will be done with the same global cost as by directly deleting the subtree of
height h − 1. Consequently,
(

(1)

γh −1 ( v )
(1)
γh −2 ( v )

= ρNeST(τ ) (h, h − 1),
(0)

= γh−2 (v) + ∆h−1 (v)I{ρτ (h−1,h−2)=1, ∀ 3≤i≤h, ρτ (h−1,h−i)=0} .

From now on, the number of subtrees of height h − 2 under v will thus not increase and we obtain
ρNeST(τ ) (h, h − 2) ≤

min

{v∈V (τ ) : H(τ [v])=h}

(1)

γh −2 ( v ).

(1)

There are ∆h−2 (v) = γh−2 (v) − ρNeST(τ ) (h, h − 2) subtrees of height h − 2 to be deleted under v. We can
repeat the previous reasoning and delete the root of subtrees of height h − 2 if possible rather than
( j)

delete the whole structure, and so on for any height. Thus, the sequence γi



 ∆ h −1− i ( v )
( i +1)

γh −1− i ( v )


 γ ( i +1) ( v )
h −2− i

is defined from

(i )

= γh−1−i (v) − ρNeST(τ ) (h, h − 1 − i ),

= ρNeST(τ ) (h, h − 1 − i ),
(i )

= γh−2−i (v) + ∆h−1−i (v)I{ρτ (h−1,h−2)=1, ∀ i+2≤ j≤h, ρτ (h−i,h− j)=0} ,
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and we have

∀ 0 ≤ i ≤ h − 2, ρNeST(τ (h, h − 2 − i ) ≤

( i +1)

min

{v∈V (τ ) : H(τ [v])=h}

γh −2− i ( v ).

(6)

The tree returned by Algorithm 3 saturates the inequalities (5) and (6) for all the possible values of h
and i. Decreasing of one unit the height profile at (h1 , h2 ) has a (strictly) positive cost. Thus, this tree is
the (unique) NeST of τ. The time-complexity is given by the size of the height profile array.
5. Numerical Illustration
5.1. Random Trees

50
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200

80 100
60
40
20
0

Number of nodes of the NeST

3000
2000
1000
0

Number of nodes of the NEST

The aim of this section is to illustrate the behavior of the NEST and of the NeST on a set of
simulated random trees regarding both the quality of the approximation and the computation time.
We have simulated 3000 random trees of size 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, and 250. For each tree,
we have calculated the NEST and the NeST. The number of nodes of these approximations is displayed
in Figure 9. We can observe that the number of nodes of the NEST is very large in regards with the size
of the initial tree: approximately one thousand nodes on average for a tree of 150 nodes, which is to say
an approximation error of 750 vertices. Remarkably, the NEST has never been a better approximation
than the NeST on the set of simulated trees.
The computation time required to compute the NEST or the NeST of one tree on a 2.8 GHz
Intel Core i7 has also been estimated on the set of simulated trees and is presented in Figure 10.
As predicted by the theoretical complexities given in Propositions 6 and 7, the NeST algorithm requires
less computation time than the NEST. Consequently, the NeST provides a much better and faster
approximation of the initial data than the NEST.

250

50

Number of nodes of the initial tree

100

150

200

250

Number of nodes of the initial tree

NeST

0.004

0.008

NEST

0.000

Average running time (seconds)

Figure 9. Number of nodes of the NEST (left) and of the NeST (right) estimated from 3000 random
trees: average (full lines) and first and third quartiles (dashed lines).
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Figure 10. Average running time required to compute the NEST (dashed line) or the NeST (full line)
estimated from 3000 simulated trees.
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5.2. Structural Analysis of a Rice Panicle
Considering [5], we propose to quantify the degree of self-nestedness of a tree τ by the following
indicator based on the calculation of NEST(τ ),
δNEST (τ ) = 1 −

DZ (NEST(τ ), τ )
2#V (τ ) − #V (NEST(τ ))
=
,
#V ( τ )
#V ( τ )

(7)

where DZ stands for Zhang’s edit distance [11]. In [5] (Equation (6)), the degree of self-nestedness of a
plant is defined as in (7) but normalizing by the number of nodes of the NEST and not the size of the
initial data, which avoids the indicator to be negative. In the present paper, we prefer normalizing by
the number of nodes of τ to obtain the following comparable self-nestedness measure based on the
calculation of NeST(τ ),
δNeST (τ ) = 1 −

DZ (NeST(τ ), τ )
#V (NeST(τ ))
=
.
#V ( τ )
#V ( τ )

The main advantage of this normalization is that if the NEST and the NeST offer equally good
approximations, i.e., DZ (NEST(τ ), τ ) = DZ (NeST(τ ), τ ), then the degree of self-nestedness does not
depend on the chosen approximation scheme, δNEST (τ ) = δNeST (τ ).
We propose to investigate the degree of structural self-similarity of the topological structure of
the rice panicle studied in [5] (4.2 Analysis of a Real Plant) through these self-nested approximations.
The rice panicle V1 is made of a main axis bearing a main inflorescence P1 and lateral systems Vi ,
2 ≤ i ≤ 5, each composed of inflorescences Pj , 2 ≤ j ≤ 8 (see Figure 11). We have computed the
indicators of self-nestedness δNEST ∨ 0 and δNeST for each substructure composing the whole panicle
(see Figure 12). The numerical values and the shape of these indicators are similar. However, δNeST is
always greater than δNEST , in particular for the largest structures Vi . Based on a better approximation
procedure as highlighted in the previous section, the NeST better captures the self-nestedness of the
rice panicle.

NEST
NeST

V1

V2

V3
Structure

V4

V5

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Degree of self−nestedness

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Degree of self−nestedness

Figure 11. The rice panicle is composed of a main axis and lateral systems Vi , each made of one or
several inflorescences Pj .

NEST
NeST

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

Structure

Figure 12. Degree of self-nestedness measured by δNEST ∨ 0 (dashed lines) and δNeST (full lines) of the
different substructures appearing in the rice panicle.
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6. Summary and Concluding Remarks
Self-nested trees are unordered rooted trees that are the most compressed by DAG compression.
Since DAG compression takes advantage of subtree repetitions, they present the highest level of
redundancy in their subtrees. In this paper, we have developed a new algorithm for computing
the Nearest Embedding Self-nested Tree (NEST) of a tree τ in O(H(τ )2 × D(τ )), as well as the
first algorithm for determining its Nearest embedded Self-nested Tree (NeST) with time-complexity
O(H(τ )2 ).
To this end, we have introduced the notion of height profile of a tree. Roughly speaking, the height
profile is a triangular array which component (h1 , h2 ), with h2 < h1 , is the list of the numbers of direct
subtrees of height h2 in subtrees of height h1 , where a subtree is said direct if it is attached to the root.
We have shown in Proposition 3 that self-nested trees are characterized by their height profile. While the
first NEST algorithm [5] was based on edition of the DAG related to the tree to be compressed, the two
approximation algorithms developed in the present paper take as input the height profile of any
tree τ, which can be computed in O(#V (τ ) × D(τ ))-time (see Proposition 2), and modify it from top
to bottom and from right to left, to return the self-nested height profile of the expected estimate (see
Algorithms 2 and 3). Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the progress of the algorithms on a simple example.
They should be examined in relation to the corresponding algorithms. We would like to emphasize
that our paper also states the uniqueness of the NEST and of the NeST, and studies the link with edit
operations admitted in Zhang’s distance.
2
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<latexit sha1_base64="SE3po207WImCN/eySlqtRqkuEtk=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="f3MonYMKI8E0CL5OzYSufWps3Qo=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="sjm2JNfQHleNPYmQUxZnCGLZgFg=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="DFRSQ8Hei8OB0hmzUuXB5WZi+f8=">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</latexit>

2
max(0, 1) = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="AAnHonstKZQXf5Ia7S4FcPmIl78=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="6KP1DCQLOtTxMy8mx/rJK+B9Y9s=">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</latexit>
sha1_base64="/X2Q6aGZFLeLQmcvhsthFqYEGPA=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="9FHXOVYiixjo//UbRDXOCvyyA4k=">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</latexit>
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Figure 13. Progress of Algorithm 2 to compute the NEST of the left tree from its height profile. Only
the second line must be edited to get the correct output. Editions of the height profile are associated
with addition of vertices in red. The output tree is self-nested and has been constructed by adding a
minimal number of nodes to the initial tree.
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<latexit sha1_base64="P+pqp4pCbHSIMHNCwE7tS7CE2pk=">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</latexit>
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2
min(2, 1) = 1
= (2, 1) (1, 1) = (1, 0)
(0, 2) + = (1, 2)
<latexit sha1_base64="/LL39Ja13dPW2PkmdX1gg6SPQcQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="pw4ktarh6B8tuP4ubhczlZFjg3M=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="seFIa5PgLmwaYJKpT9f8C9SQ50Y=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="VeF7Ggi8kkMvVhUZZ2mKxl5xelw=">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</latexit>
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min(1, 2) = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="oVLxwcZKM4wYuMSDwJljDFaMUJ0=">AAAC0HicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfVZduglWoICUpgm6EghuXVewDapFkOtXBvEwmYikibv0Bt/pV4h/oX3hnTEEtohOSnDn3njNz73UjTyTSsl5zxsTk1PRMfrYwN7+wuFRcXmkmYRoz3mChF8Zt10m4JwLekEJ6vB3F3PFdj7fcywMVb13zOBFhcCIHEe/6znkg+oI5kqjuqS+Csr1d3TL3TfusWLIqll7mOLAzUEK26mHxBafoIQRDCh8cASRhDw4SejqwYSEiroshcTEhoeMctyiQNqUsThkOsZf0PaddJ2MD2ivPRKsZneLRG5PSxCZpQsqLCavTTB1PtbNif/Meak91twH93czLJ1bigti/dKPM/+pULRJ97OkaBNUUaUZVxzKXVHdF3dz8UpUkh4g4hXsUjwkzrRz12dSaRNeueuvo+JvOVKzasyw3xbu6JQ3Y/jnOcdCsVmyrYh/tlGob2ajzWMM6yjTPXdRwiDoa5H2FRzzh2Tg2bow74/4z1chlmlV8W8bDB6+Ako0=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="Sfg05zhDaoHUtTJ9OK38va8rWXM=">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</latexit>
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Figure 14. Progress of Algorithm
3 to compute the NeST of the left tree from its height profile. Only
1
the second line must be edited to get the correct output. Editions of the height profile are associated
with deletion of vertices in dashed lines. The output tree is self-nested and has been constructed by
removing a minimal number of nodes from the initial tree.
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Remarkably, estimations performed on a dataset of random trees establish that the NeST is a
more accurate approximation of the initial tree than the NEST. This observation could be investigated
from a theoretical perspective. In addition, we have shown that the NeST better captures the degree of
2
structural self-similarity of a rice panicle than the NEST.
The algorithms developed in this paper are available in the last version of the Python library
treex [9].
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